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1,    ün the basis  of this paper«3  cnaiysis of the concentration  and 

integration of industrial enterprises in Yugoslavia  it can be  concluded 

that a common feature is present  in both the capitalist  and socialist 

economies.    These processes  appear as the consequence of a particular 

level of development of the  sciences,  technology and generally of the 

productive fcrees which demand a high degree of concentration of resources 

for the; execution of production t?sks. 

2. Relative to the structure; and degree of concentration in certain other 

countries,   the  structure of industria]   enterprises in Yugoslavia,  analysed 

on the basis ,f indicators o: the  size of industrial enterprises,  shows a 

high degree of concentrât iot..    However,  this high degree of concentration 

docs nut  imply that the concentration h-s been effected in such  a way that 

it meets the requirements of modern industrial production and optimum 

economic results, 

3. Among the scries of problems which  are today the subjects of discussions 

in the Yugoslav economy, in its search for optimum solutions concordant with 

economic reform, the problem of integration of the Yugoslav economy, 

particularly industry, definitely represents one of the most important 

problems.    The possibilities of achieving integration and co-ordination in " 

Yugoslav industry involve the creation of integrated systems in the organiza- 

tion of unified technological processes, the combining of technological 

processes,  and co-operation and specialization in industrial production. 

4. The realization of these forms of integration involves determined 

economic-financial, organizational-institutional and technical-technological 

postulates.    The economic-financial prerequisite is that there exist a 

particular degree of concentration of social resources, such as funds of 

enterprises, banks and other institutions for financing enterprises and 

hage-acale economic integrations.    The organisational-industrial pre- 

requisites involve priorities and various combinations of existing plants 

/ ••• 
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in Yugoslav industry such as the  amalgamation, incorp nti.n,  transferring 

uf tin-  assets of defunct  enterprises :md establishments,   and ^indiar acti-.-ns 

which ndííht be tonned  centralization  .f  nsjuts and m?np,-w,-r and th..  creation 

uf optimum capacities with  a ^renter oc..nonic imp-net. 

5. The technicol-techriuL ,'icai presumptions relate t.... th.. existence and 

development of a social -»rat technical division ,_f lab ur by n.oanr ,,f the 

specialization uf production,  of the working units and    f the enterprises. 

6. Tu  enable the specialized onterprisus t    pr—ti^o .• ^-operati>n  ani 

achieve integration in the fiel!    f proludi n it   is nee ssarj   to  achieve 

a high deproe    f  standardiznti n,  classification,   and unification and to 

establish such technical-technoi, pical conditions  as will make p ssible  a 

national utilization „f plant   -apacity   in all the  intuited units   and their 

permanent co-uperotion in producti >n, 

7. Without specialization  and c >-operation it is   impossible,  uxcupt 

through large capital investments, to increase rapidly the   .utput   ~nd 

productivity uf existing industrial enterprises.     In Yugoslav industry the 

process of specialization is moving not  only in the direction    i the pro- 

duction of one final product in one factory,  but  also in the production 

of parts and cerapunents uf complex industrial products.    This is giving 

rise to new industrial branches,  and the  technical development oí induitry 

is founded theroon. 

8. In the economic system, in the economic policy, and in the «tddle-i«» 

development plan of Yugoslav industry (1966-1970), the paper indicati», thet 

a great deal of attention is given to developing the proeuss of integration, 

specialization and co-operation in Yugoslav induatry. 

»»;: 
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1. Modern industrial production development is based on a high division of 

labour resting on specialization,  typification and standardization,      That 

specialization may proceed without hindrance it is necessary to have various forms 

of production, business and f Jjiancial co-operation between industrial and other 

enterprises and banks, both on the national and the international scale.      In 

this context division of labour in a developed industrial production takes the 

form of mutual co-operation of a major number of industrial enterprises in the 

manufacture of a more or less complex industrial product. 

2. Integration between industrial enterprises within the framework of the 

national economies of particular countries haß to be viewed as a historical 

category associated with the development of the production forces of society and 

the laws of concentration and centralization in modern goods economy. 

Simultaneously it is to be remembered that the social-economic system, too, 

communicates specific features to those legitimate phenomena in the goods economy. 

In the capitalist world, besides the motives for integration dictated by the 

modern level of technology and organization of industrial production, are also 

manifest the motives of elimination of mutual competition between particular 

enterprises and groups thereof and of gaining a monopoly on the market.      In the 

economies of socialist countries aa well it comes to concentration and 

centralization of resources and enterprises.      However, in a majority of socialist 

countries changes in the size of Industrial enterprise« are mostly effected by 

decisions from the centre by way of planned long-term measure*, ¿though there 

also are oases of industrial «jjerprisee integrating on their own initiative, 

guided o$ their economìe interés^.     In Yugoslavia the Initiative «for Integration 

and associatici is increasingly coming from the enterprises themselves.     Basically 

the idea of such combinations ia to intensify (by means c\the division of labour) 

the process c^wncé%g^n ajïQpec|alii^tion of prMuct&^sjad introduce « 

superior business spirit and stimulating factors £tt*Jte work of socialist 
enterprises. **"*" % 

/... 
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Integration processes in diffftrpnt 
phases of industrialization 

3.  Yugoslavia made a start on planned industrialization twenty years ago. In 

the planned building and development of its industry the country has recorded a 

great ascendant and important successes. It suffices to recall the fact that for 

years Yugoslavia had a top world rating in the growth of industrial output. 

However, concomitantly with such a surging industrial development it was necessary 

to keep solving various problems which were posing obstacles to industrialization, 

as to economic development in general. Cne such problem involved the search :J 

the economic optimum in the organization, integration and constitution of Yugoslav 

industry. Only by bearing in mind that the normal economic course of concentra- 

tions in industry, and e «n in the economy as a whole, has also been accompanied 

by changes in the economic system and in the relationships between the various 

subjects of economic activities can we assess the whole complexity of the integra- 

tion trends in the Yugoslav economy, especially xn industry. 

4.  The development of economic integrations in Yugoslavia could be classified 

into three phases: 

The first phase consisted in the transformation of the old capitalist 
economic system into a new economic system which would form the point 
of departure for the development of socialism in Yugoslavia. 
...A progressive revolutionary statism - attended by centralization 

of economic management and accumulation together with depreciation, 
as well as by a system of prevalently natural planning - represented 
the strategy of development of that first revolutionary stage of 
socialist transformation which necessarily had to concentrate the 
political and material forces of society on the decisive points of the 
struggle for the survival and consolidation of the socialist system.4/ 
Experience has shown that strategy to have been very successful and 
useful for that phase of development. During the subsequent 
development of our society and economy negative trends were also 
recorded besides the positive ones and they had to be resolved and 
prevented by new methods and means. In this, the first phase, 
integration was quickened by politica ana administrative measures, 
yet to a large extent it was pursued mechanically, by putting small- 
scale and medium industrial enterprises (occasionally of ti» nature of 
workshops) under the same roof. Thus it came to the destruction of those 
natural» technical-economic bonds that existed in the structure of 
Yugoslav industry until the nationalization. 

^   IPwanis Advanced Forms of Integration, bv E. Kardelj. ^ Borba, 12 March 1967 

/ • • • 
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Such forms of integration could not produce the major and permanent 
results which had been expected in the changed social relationships 
in the country.  For that reason new, advanced, forms of integration 
were sought for Yugoslav industry. 

The second phase of integration opened with the introduction of 
workers1 self-management and a greater act on of the market mechanism 
in the country^ economy.  However, it was characteristic for this 
phase, too, that the process of integration proceeded under the 
patronage of subjective political factors, because accumulation was 
still concentrated in the political-territorial units and the last 
kept trying, by new investments and by centralizing resources and 
enterprises on their territories, to achieve as rapid a development 
as possible, a development which invariably started out from 
industrialization.  One may say that the Yugoslav economy marked a 
great industrial ascendant in this period. 

The third chase in respect of integration begins with the economic 
reform of 1965. A qualitatively new method of creating favourable 
conditions for integration appears in transferring the responsibility 
for extended reproduction to the economic enterprises themselves. 
Thus the initiatives for integration and economic linking became an 
integral part of the business policy of the working collectives, while 
the social community was given the new function of encouraging and 
guiding the initiatives.  The banks play a special part in the system 
as initiators of economically Justified integrations. 

5. To enable integration processes in industry to continue unhampered in future 

it will be necessary to make further revisions and adaptations of certain 

provisions of the economic system and policy so that they will not impede the 

natural course of integrations.  Likewise the enterprises, themselves, will have 

to do more for their internal consolidation (the organisation and status of their 

departments), so that they are properly set to enter into integration combinations. 

That holds particularly for amalgamated enterprises and the various forms of 

complex systems in the economy. 

6. That gives the basic features of the social condition« the Yugoslav economic 

system has afforded to enterprises for integration In different stages of the 

country's development since the 1mst war.  Next, it is proposed to analyse 

concentrations in the economy and industry with, special reference to the lMt few 

years when concentration and integration has proceeded under the influence of a 

freer action of economic laws of the market and a greater independence of 

/... 
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enterprises or working collectives in deciding on their business policy and, 

consequently, on linking and integration. 

The process of concentration of industry production 

7.  The process of concentration of production represents a legitimate phenomenon 

in the present stage of economic and social development.  The size of enterprises 

constitutes one of the elements indicative of the legitimacy and degree of 

integration in the economy or industry.  In economic statistics the siza of 

enterprises can be expressed in terms of (a) the number of employees; (b) the 

value of fixed assets; (c) the amount of the gross product or turnover; and so 

on.  Taking the numbt^. of employees and the ratio of the value of fixed assets to 

the number of enterprises, the position in the last eight years has been as shown 

in Table 1 below. 

Central surv A*. °* industrial enterprises^ 

Number of Number of Fixed assets 
enterprises employees 

thousands million 
dinars 

1958 2,710 929 1,861 

1959 2,557 991 2,094 
i960 2,556 1,072 2,352 
1961 2,787 1,128 2,687 
1962 2,684 1,165 3,514 
1963 2,507 1,222 2,909 
1961* 2,445 1*319 4,378 
1965 2,35^ 1,3T8 

£/ 

¿/ Figure« for 1965 were calculated on ttm basis of the working Document 
m.  47/53 of the Federal Statistical Institute. 

mm **•» •" ""*""• 
m^^. 'Ninnili   ITI IT  TI 

_*^ii«.jJ» ^ 
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The above figures deavly reflect a decreasing trend In the number of industrial 

enterprises and an ínortease in the number of employees and the value of fixed 

assets in industry.  Between 1958 and 1965 the number of these enterprises fell 

by 356.  At the same time, the number of employees rose by 449,000 and the value 

of fixed assets by 2,517,000 million dinars.  These figures, then, indicate a 

very quick rate of concentration of production and growth of Yugoslav industrial 

enterprises. 

8.  As said before, the number of employees per enterprise also provides an 

indication of the size of an enterprise or the degree of concentration of 

production.  The tabulation below gives the average number of employed persons 

per industrial enterprise in different years. 

Avgmflg nnwher of employed per tfyifflitii 

enterprise-^ 

j£& I25ÍL ISSO 12& ¿2& 12& 1965 

Number of 
employed     70  230  320  423   470  540  585 

Compailng the figures for 1938 and 1965, it is found that the average number of 

employed persons per enterprise in the latter year was 8.5 time« that registered in 

prewar.  Turning to the poet-war period, it is seen that over the ten-year period 

1954-64 there was a 2.5-fold increase in tne average number of employees per 

industrial enterprise.  When it is remembered that the technical equipment of 

industrial enterprises also experienced an improvement (as clearly follows from 

the increased value of fixed assets shown in Table 1, as well as that the 

qualifications of the personnel rose to a higher level, we can conclude that the 

process of concentration in the post-*ar development of the country has been of a 

high order. 

y   TmflOfïiY BfrJilBlfiti *>y ®r. W»ltrije male. 3*d revised edition. Published by 
Sayreaena Administmelja, Belgrad«, 1965. Wigäam for 1$6* and 1$6§ 1 
calculated on the basis of data of the Federal Statistical Institute. 

/ « • * 
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9.  To be able to assess the degree of concentration and integration in Yugoslav 

industry, it is ulso necessary to view the position in this country in the light 

of that found in other countries. Table 3> below, illustrates the ratios. 

Table 3 

Comparative survey of concentration in industry^ 

(Percentages) 

Structure by number 
of employed persone 

10 to 100 Over 100 

Structure by number 
of enterprises 

Structure by volume 
of production 

10 to 100 Over 100 
employees employees employees employees 

10 to 100 Over 100 
employees employée« 

United States 

Japan 

Great Britain 

Federal Republic 
of Germany 

France 

USSR 

Yugoslavia 
(industry 
and crafts) 

92. T 

92.1 

72.6 

92.1 

Qk.k 

63.6 

7.3 

7.9 

27.4 

7.9 

15.6 

36.1* 

31.1 68.9 

52.3   47.7 

20.1 

30.6 

31.2 

13.1 

9.2 

79.9 

69.4 

68.8 

86.9 

90.8 

22.7 

15.0 

7.1 

77.5 

$5,0 

92.9 

Before considering the ratios of the degree of concentration in Yugoslav industry 

and that of other countries it is to be noted that the figures for Yugoslavia, as 

those for a majority of other countries, cover both industry end craft enterprise« 

and workshops.  Even though the inclusion of craft enterprises and workshops 

reduces the degree of concentration In Industry, the degree of concentration le 

5/ to Âurtgsf of tfte Steuer <tf mfoffry fry ffiw of ftrtfrwltf. by 
Dr. M. laueanovic. - Produktivnoet.   No. 5, l&J- - Figures for U.S.A. relate to 
all economic enterprises, separate figures for industry being unavailable. - 
Classification of enterprise« Into tuo groups (fron 10 to 100 employs« and over 
100 employees respectively) has been obtained by rounding off the »t«**pg 
figure« since all national statistics employ « different classification by UM 
ssíemmeF^mmj     %^e*     ^mmma#j(Ar^« ^m^mmp 4 

^^Js^MSàs^ÉP^-^^^fe^ n^^&dfej tfiiEEl^ 
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6/ still 3een from the above table to be the highest in Yugoslavia.^  A degree of 

concentration approximating that found in Yugoslavia occurs in the case of USSR. 

In other countries the degree of concentration lags behind Yugoslavia and USSR. 

Hence yet another conclusion - that the socialist economy as such influences a 

high degree of concentration in industry.  Of ourse, in highly industrialized 

countries like U.S.A., the Federal Republic of Germany, Great Britain, France, 

and Japan there exist giant enterprises some of which are twenty and more times 

larger than the largest Yugoslav enterprises, yet at the same time there are also 

huge numbers of small-scale or petty industrial and craft enterprises. 

Integration of Industrial enterprises 
by ami pawn tion and association 

10. In the last three or four years the process of growth of the optimum size of 

enterprises by way of fusions and the creation of integrated enterprises has assumed 

large proportions.  However concentration of enterprises had been going on also 

before, being attended by the concentration of supply on the Yugoslav market for 

industrial and mining products as a result.  According to certain data, the 

degree of concentration of supply is very high.  Of the 103 market groupings 

analysed only 25 Included k producers or less.  In 56 groupings the four largest 

producers accounted for over 75 per cent of the total supply of products in their 

grouping.  Such highly concentrated groupings cover 15 per cent of industrial 

enterprises which employ about 2T per cent of the workers and account for 36 per 

cent of the tot«! net products of «11 the 113 groupings analysed.^ 

6/ The number of craft enterprises and workshops in Yugoslavia In 196* : 

Number of units 

Social sector 3,017 
Privately ovata craft shop« 

(«•ploying up to 5 pereoot) U8,9T2 

1B8,336 

Dotal 

2/   &**>!«— of Be 
f.73. 

121,968 

27,073 
(not including 

tilt owners) 

215,1*09 
Institute of Economics, Zagreb, 19&, 

/... 
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11. In some industrial groupings the process of concentration is still fairly 

marked while in others it is almost imperceptible.      In most cases it is a question 

of fusions of enterprises.      Thus,  for example,  recently k7 smaller-scale 

enterprises were involved in mergers and association schemes.      A certain number 

of collieries, producing lignite and hard coal, were also fused, and the same 

has been the case among glass and refractory factories.        Fusions have been 

recorded of electrical engineering firms, and particularly in the electronic 

industry,  in which fairly large enterprises have been created commensurate to the 

development and experience of the factories.      still other fusions have been those 

in the textile, wood working and other branches.      Che should particularly underline 

the importance of the integration of industrial and agricultural enterprises to 

establish integrated agricultural-industrial enterprises.^ 

12. The process of augmentation of enterprises by amalgamation and association 

is in progress in the whole Yugoslav economy and not only in industry.      The 

following shows the evolution of the integration and centrali at ion process by 

amalgamation and association of enterprises during the seven-year period 1959-65:2/ 

Table k 

"H* fflffJfflllBtlon apd affiliation of enterprises 

1959-1965 

(Totals for the economy as a whole)* 

Nuatoer of Index Amalgamated and associated enterprises 

Number $ of -total number 
100.0 - • 

90.3 2,309 9.9 
87.6 1,858 8.5 
7*.* *#** 8.0 
70.0 1,20k 6.8 
65.6 833 5.1 
6L.k 682 k.k 

1959 25,015 

1960 23,268 

1961 a,9*5 

1962 18,635 

1963 17,500*2/ 

196* 16,395 

1965 15,359 

•Hot including craft and communal enterprises and shops. 

^   Ì^^\f?5*f ot *"* *"**•"•««•: the imustrtal-agricmtuial Ot^nlsation, 
Osijekj the Organisation «Serro MihalJ," tagmn; the Aer^ambimtTh^â^ 
the Agrlcultural-lndiistrlal Qrganitation Btì^eTete.       **""****• W***** 

•ariabflBMIHk^^M^ 
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As the table indicates,  the number of enterprises decreased from 25,015 in 1959 

to 15,359 in 1965.      However,  integrations were most numerous in I960, following 

which there was a decrease through 1965.      In i960 the number of integrations 

reached 9.9 per cent of the total number of enterprises and the comparable figure 

in 1965 was h.k per cent.      The process of enlargement of enterprises continued 

into 1966 and the first months of I967. 

13. It is also interesting to review the integrations according to the types 

of activity of the enterprises involved.      The tabulation below gives the relevant 
details.^ 

Tabled 

rH^mm*!•* nT*i associations of enterprises, 

by activity of the enterprises 

(In percentages of the total) 

Industry 

Agriculture 

Trade and catering 

Arts and crafts 

Other activities 

The above figures indicate that the rate of integration has been steadiest in 

industry, Including also a constant upward trend.      In other activities the 

percentage of integrations has been considerably higher, but it has been subject 

to great fluctuations.      Overall, the process of integration in industry by 

amalgamation and association has not been unlike that recorded in other activities 

the fact being largely expressive of the need to maintain determined structural 

and inter-branch ratios. 

14. We can take sose examples fresi 1965 to illustrate certain characteristics 

which have surrounded these integrations of enterprises. 

15. Pint, v« could say that a great many of the integrations involve s«all-acal% 

enterprises and that the number of integrations decreases as the site of 

I960 1961 12& !& 

3.1 3.4 3.8 4.8 
IU.7 17.I 8.9 7.6 
12.1* 7.5 14.1 6.1 

5.9 5.2 7.8 2.8 

6.5 5.3 2.3 3.1 

li/  Working Document No. 47/53, of 7 December 1966, of the Federal Strnttsttoml 
Office. 

/... 
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Enterprises atrm^^^ nnf1 nnnnr,<|)ed ln 1(^ 

by number of 

Number of employees 

Up to 10 

11 to 25 
26 to 50 

51 to 125 
126 to 250 

251 to 500 

501 to 1,000 

1,001 ani mort 

Total 

>loyees 

Enterprise« 

Number * 

U7 26.0 
lVf 21.5 
139 20.4 
U7 17.2 
50 7.3 
54 5.0 
13 1.9 

-  5 —Ü-7  
682 100.0 

A« this survey shows, of the 682 enterprises which became «*^ «„   . lote   kcx        ¿o *««» wu.cn recame merged or associated in 
1965, *63, or 68 rer cent, m those with up to 50 employed peraons.      (^ * 5 
per cent of che total involved mmáivm enterprUe. (vith ^ 51 ^ ^ ^^j, 

while enterprises with oro 250 employe« which were integrated nu^e^i altogether 

7.6 per cent.      In other words,  it is primarily tiny or «Lall-iae economic 
organisations that, have operated integrations. 

16.   Second, we would indicate as a characteristic that mainly closely related 
enterprises, three belonging to ^ y. «^ ^ brTOû, ^ lnt#fm        „ 

illustrated by the following table.*2' 

ÌSJ   Working Document No. Vr/53, 7 
Institute ' 

ìàl   Ibidf 

D^^ber 1966, of the federal Statistical 

/*•• 
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42.0 

25.5 
10.1 

22.4 

Enterprises amalgamated and associated in lifä 

by activity 

Total 
Activity of integrated enterprises Number 

Same group po^ 

Same branch ,„. 

Same type 6? 

Different type 153 

Thus, 67.5 per cent of the amalgamations and associations were effected in the 

same group or branch;    in 10.1 per cent of the cases the enterprises were of the 

same type;    and only m 22.4 per cent of the cases were they of a different type. 

14.    Third,  characteristically enough, integrations have mainly taken place 

between enterprises situated m the same commune, involving in most cases the 

combining of weaker and smaller enterprises with larger and financially stronger 

ones.      The following gives the integrations registered in 1965 according to 
territory.**' 

TabisJi 

Territory of 
integrations rfflrtfflrfd, 

In the same commune 

In an adjacent commune 

In the same district 

In the earn« republic 

In another republic 

' territory 

Total 

i 
535 31.5 
55 8.1 
IT 2.5 
J* T.2 

.,,     § 
Total 61S 100.0 

là/   Working Document Ho. *T/53, T 
Institute Owartwr 1$66, of the Federal Statuti©*! 

/... 
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As these figures indicate. 81.5 per cent of «n  +*„» *  * 
T^ v -       o per cent of all the integrations effected in 
iyt>5 were between enterprises locate <n +v,~ » P iocated in the same commune and only 1.2 per cent 
etveen entases from different republlce.      lt ,. cteracterleUCj    *       ^ 

that «centlv the economic refo• Has lnrlucenced . ,„„.. of 
8 ¿ 

repubu=a„ intentions, especially lB certain Austria! branc„es    but   ' 
lnter" 

classified data are not yet available on the subJect. 

Business assortions as i fom „f 

intefiratlon of industri»? »nterprtses 

15.    îhis ft» of integration in the Yugoslav economy became provided for by 

TZ     TI" ^ " ^ ** bU8lne8S "BMlatl0M *•» *> * «»- only in .958.     By the beginning of 1959 there were ^ ^„^ aeBOQi *" 

coures with about «o at the beginning of 196T.     ^ a880clatlon ^ J¿ 
a dozen »embers.      m Yugoslavia today there is not one grouping but that it 1. 
not wholly or parti, affiliated with . business association.      „«., for _, 
practically all metal worktaR enternd... t*,a\ „ , «"«Pie, 
ln .HH<+,     *.. «iterprl.es (Ji8) belong to business associations, 
in addition the same associations affiliati, ilia «,•_._. .    „.   „ *•"«• aixixiate lt£ enterprises from other grounin», 
In the Socialist Republic of Servia there »«. ino K   . Brouping«. naa •re ar* 109 business associations with 
about J.2C0 members. Including about TOO from other Yugoslav «publics.     Not 

infrequently an enterprise is affiliated with five or six different business 
associati•.     Actually, an enterprise is fr« to join .„y one of ^ 

business associations, dep^ing on its economic interests;    hence, it «y 

establish 11*. i„ various direction, and alc*g different bu.ln«. u». 

ich? riVmeB "hiCh prOVide ' *MU for w°ci*tio" « «—««. 
which bu.in«. association an enterprise will join depend, on a numb« of 
circumstances and specifics of th» «v.«.«... . .. 

*^ *"" «""Win«« «nd branches.      the most frequent 
-MIT. for tau»». ..„elation m Yugóla,, MvMtly ^^ . ^ 

*}  iXSÄSr;f ïertlCUl" apMcl" <-»—««-> and joint 
*>)   Co-ordination of production ~~ .a»«•*.««..    ^ ^^ of +>!• n«)»^. / *«*»!««••«, aaaortae&tc and th« aualltv 
*\    •ír "î6*1 (°°-<l«»tion in ponction): *ÄL1^r 

c)   Joint pujpchm.« and exploitation of lie«**; 

Ä S^f^* * a"ito* ^ "«^t. of go<*i. and .«ai•**, «joint purchase« of raw material and •unen«*- «^ap-Jit, 
Joint laporU and exports of goods, mwAim>> 

Al to 

/• • e 
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g) Joint provision of particular economic services (forwarding and 
transportation of goods and the like); 

h) Joint execution of designing work, construction projects, 
assembly and repair work, explorations and research, and 
construction work; and 

i) Joint exploitation of plant and equipment. 

IT. The business associations, as the basic form of integration, have marked 

considerable achievents in their work, especially so over the last two or three 

years when many of them have passed from commercial co-operation to co-operation 

in production (co-operation, the organization of technological processes, 

scientific-research work in the sphere of production and construction, etc.). 

18. A positive example in the sphere of processing industries is provided by 

electronic firms which are concentrating intensively on specialization in 

production. 

19. A series of business associations participate in Joint operations not only 

in the country, but also abroad.  It mostly is a question of large industrial 

groups for the export and erection of complete industrial plants.  Recently 

the concerned business associations have increasingly concentrated on 

specialization, which is bound to enhance their success and that of their members. 

20. Many enterprises begin by effecting lower-stage integrations, followed by 

gradually increasing mutual links and complete integration.  For example, lead 

and zinc producers had been dealing with their Joint problème through a 

co-ordinating board, and now the last is being made into a business association. 

Ine same holds for copper producers.  Besides, occasionally it is sought to 

convert an existing business association into an associated enterprise. 

Associated epterprjses as a form of WfOTliffl 

21. This is a new form of economic integration in Yugoslav economy, including 

industry, and has been adopted to provide more scope for integration.  Previously 

enterprises were integrated simply by fusion, thereby relinquishing their 

independence, or else by business association, mostly based on contracts involving 

specified deals.  As a result of such relationships it often came to the 

disintegration of integrated enterprises, and in part it vas by reason of such 

/... 
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phenomena that a possibility was provided to form associated enterprises.^ 

Thus, an associated enterprise represents a qualitatively new form in the 

integration processes of the Yugoslav economy, primarily in industry. 

22. To qualify for the status of an associated enterprise an enterprise has to 

provide in its statute that all the organizational units constituting it shall be 

independent in acquiring and distributing their income, as well as in making 

dispositions of the funds built from their net income.  This regulation prevents 

the limitation of the fundamental self-management rights of the working communities 

(collectives) of the organizational units forming an associated enterprise. 

23. In view of all the foregoing as regards integration and its forms in Yugoslav 

industry, we may conclude that - since an enterprise's association or other form 

of integration represents an autonomous act (decision) of the workers1 self- 

management body guided by the economic interests of the enterprise - the process 

of integration in the Yugoslav economy does not take place abruptly and by a 

unified decision of the State authorities, but involves a gradual process of 

creating unity between the raw material base and industrial processing, between a 

finishing enterprise and its suppliers, between industrial enterprises and those 

of a different type.  The whole marked by various forms of economic integration 

with business associations dominating, at least for now, as the most widespread 

form of integration. 

Specialization of industrial enterprises by virtue 
of integration and division of labour 

2**. The integrations which were effected in the initial phase of the country's 

development after the last war did not particularly contribute for the introduction 

of specialized production.  Only with the appearance of Integrations and 

associations of enterprises on an economic basis did it come to a fuller division 

of labour between the combined enterprises - to speclaliiatlon. 

25. However, one condition for quickened and unhindered specialization of 

integrated enterprise« is mass production and standardization and typifioation 

i5/ In 1965 were registered si* cases of separation and 53 of secession ef working 
units to fora independent enterprises, a half of thee in industry. 

/... 
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of particular components or details.  As shown by the cited data on the growth 

and concentration of industrial production in Yugoslavia, the first condition has 

already been fulfilled in a considerable part of production and will be   <  • 

increasingly realized in future. 

26. Standardization, which affords the possibility for mass production both of 

components and finished products, as well as for a major number of producer 

enterprises to take part in the manufacture of a complex product, is already 

fairly developed in Yugoslavia.  Of course, the adoption of standardization is 

conditioned by the existence of a particular degree of concentration of production 

by specialization and mass and serial production, and 8tandardization develops in ' 

proportion to the extent of these processes.  m Yugoslavia standardization is 

the responsibility of a special Government institution and different association 

of enterprises and individual large enterprises are likewise concerned in 

standardization. 

Co-operation between, Industri.1 »merorla.« 
by virtue of division of labour 

27. A logical consequence of the effected specialization, particularly of the 

so-called detailed specialization, has been direct co-operation between industrial 

enterprises.  Until recently co-operation between Yugoslav Industrial enterprises 

was poorly developed.  m the present stage of development, though, co-operation 

represents one of the basic tasks confronting industrial enterprises, being an 

essential condition of their continued development.  ih, problem of co-operation 

is a particularly topical one for metal processing enterprises, primarily those 

devoted to machine building and electronics.  But the matter does not nerrov 

down only to co-operation between domestic enterprises.  Actually, there i. an 

increasing need for direct co-operation with foreign enterprises.  Contracts 

providing for such co-operation with a great «any foreign ft«, have already 

been signed by »any Yugoslav enterprise.,  tt.« is a considerably developed 

co-operation between Yugoslav manufacturer, of complex products - machine, and 

iMustrial and other plant, tractor., automobiles, ships, locomotive., wagons, 

•lectrical household appliance., electronic apparatus aM other - a»! a major 

number of manufacturer, of those products or their components al.o co-operate with 

corresponding firms abroad. 

/... 
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28. Co-operation between industrial enterprises is carried on in: 

(a) Manufacture of semi-finished products, 
(b) Provision of production services, 
(c) Manufacture of specific components for end products;    and 
(d) Manufacture of standard components intended as reproduction 

material. 

In the first two cases, the co-operating enterprises are in direct contact,  i.e. 

they have to work according to a unified technical documentation.      In the 

third case, contacts are less close.      And in the fourth case, there do not 

necessarily have to be direct contacts between the co-operating enterprises, but 

the products or semifinished articles of the one can be sold to the other through 

the trade too.      All Jie listed forms of co-operation are practised in Yugoslavia. 

29. That co-operation between industrial enterprises may continue to develop 

favourably it is necessary to advance the organization of industry and promote 

the appropriate institutional bases in the economic system, as well as to take 

certain steps to speed the development of co-operation. 

30. As for the problems of internal organization that have to be solved in order 

to stimulate co-operation, we can particularly emphasize the need for a larger« 

scale formation of internal working units in enterprises and for strengthening 

their autonomy and self-management.      Such a status of the units would afford 

possibilities to the enterprises for superior assessments and more reliable 

conclusions regarding the profitability of specialization or co-operation under 

particular circumstances. 

31. It is also pertinent to highlight the following conditions in connection 

with the relationships between enterprises and Industry as a whole. 

32. First, it is essential that the production ties betveen enterprises be 

stabilized by way of association and long-term contracts.      In the past« namely, 

old production and business ties have often been severed and new ones established, 

and the practice has not been contributive to the development of co-operation. 

33. Second, it Is necessary to develop the structure of Industrial enterprises 

according to the site or volume of operations, so as to have an optiœum structure 

as regarde the representation of small, medium and large enterprises.     In the 

..j ¿**ss K-ájttUftuaw-üB^«. 
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past, the structure has offerì been wrml   in  that  nlw»  imll   entf»rprls*r  whi   h    <»ui,j 

very successfully carry on n  aperlnMzed  j>n*iu<-t inn «tre int «gratti. 

3k.    Third, as men ti oneri before, «me of the  Important     .»nlítion«   for «urce« »fu i 

co-operation is represented by  standardiza t i.»r, of production and  <-nmponent». 

A great deal has already been   lone «n  that   respect   1»   Yugoslav  Industry, but 

there remains to do a good deal  more. 

35-    Besides the enumerated conditions and  problems that a ton fro»  the relationships 

of particular enterprises and  industry as a whole, on« should recall  that economic 

policy and the economic system can also constitute very significant  factors  in 

encouraging or discouraging co-operation.       For example, the price policy,  the 

tax policy,   „he credit system,   tht; payments system, etc»,  can play an portant 

part in speeding or retarding co-operation.      Consequently,  fo - an unhasf»ered 

co-operation those relationships, also have to be a<   pted to the requirements of 

the furtherance of co-operation and other forms of integration. 

36.    In this context,  in Yugoslav practice« special attention is given to the 

function of banks and the credit system, which should facilitate and promote «ore 

direct links in production by an appropriate circulation and combining of business 

means.      Besides, the attained level of developaient has indicated the need for the 

establishment of production-financial co-operation also with foreign enterprises 

and for a larger inclusion jf Yugoslav industry in the International division of 

labour.      In this connection, preparations are under way to provide the 

appropriate institutional bases;    consequently,  integration processes nay be 

expected to be given fresh incentives on such lines in the near future. 






